
Does your company currently 
use cloud-based applications?

77% Yes

10% Planning

14% No

Have you implemented Microsoft 
Office 365 in your organisation?

Securing Microsoft Office 365 
– the inside track to threat protection

Cloud is now a part of mainstream enterprise IT strategy. 
The benefits – flexibility, cost savings, rapid innovation and productivity 

gains – are simply too great to ignore. 

Not only is the ability of Office 365 to detect these attacks a concern, but there 
also appears to be little confidence among users in its in-built capability to 

then respond and deal with them. 

Beware new advanced security threats

Secure Microsoft Office 365 with Proofpoint
 Threat Protection for Office 365.

In this report we will explore Office 365 adoption trends concerns around issues such as 
threat protection, intelligence and response. We will then recommend what additional security 

measures organisations can take to securely deploy Office 365 and reap its full benefits.

The security risks and challenges
 of moving to Office 365

The book still stops within each organisation when 
it comes to security accountability. People are still the 
weak link when it comes to security and email provides 
many ways for attackers to infiltrate organisations, inflict 
damage with malware-based or malware-free approach-

es and steal valuable data or assets.

How to Secure Office 365
 In the face of increasingly advanced and targeted attacks, additional third-party security 
can provide the insight, intelligence and visibility needed to quickly identify, understand 

and respond to these threats. There are also the business continuity risks to email access 
and archiving issues to address.

Organisations should evaluate how Office 365 fits with their business and legal 
requirements for email security, compliance, archiving and disaster recovery. 

• Stop 99.9 per cent of advanced threats before they reach your users
• Maintain email continuity to minimise the impact on productivity and avoid introducing  
 new security risks
• Gain threat visibility at an organisation, threat and user level to prioritise actions
• Respond to compromise with automated threat quarantine and integration with your   
 security ecosystem for rapid response

Want to learn more? 
www.proofpoint.com/office365

Email malware
threat

Actionable 
intelligence

Impostor Attacks
Attackers spoof the target organisation's
email domain and trick an employee into
clicking on a URL or opening an attachment in the 
email — it appears to come from someone within 
their own organisation. Also known as business 
email compromise (BEC) or CEO fraud. 

Ransomware
This type of malware, which encrypts 
the victim's documents until a ransom 
is paid, has grown dramatically over 
the past 12-18 months.

Continuity Smarter attack 
response

Threat attack 
protection

Threat 
visibility

Threat 
intelligence

Threat 
Response

40% Yes30% In Process

30% No

Other (please specify)

Inability to set or enforce security policy in cloud 
service provider environment

Inability to track or troubleshoot data once it 
enters the cloud

Vendor lock-in

Security defects in the technology itself

Protecting against social media threats (e.g. 
spam, hacks, abusive or offensive commentary)

Blocking known threats (e.g. malware or viruses)

Ensuring regulatory compliance

Application/system performance

Blocking unknown threats (e.g. Table1 
attachment-based malware attacks)

52%

45%

45%

44%

40%

25%

25%

25%

7%

Top concerns about the risks related to Microsoft Office 365

 
Don’t know/not sure

It’s highly unlikely

It’s somewhat unlikely

It’s somewhat likely

It’s highly likely

I have no doubt that we will 
have to respond to a major 

incident in the next 12...
3%

14%

41%

26%

8%

8% None

Less than 25%

25% to under 50%

50% to under 75%

75% to under 100%

100%

36%

41%

14%

3%

3%

4%

How likely do you think your 
organisation will have to respond 

to a major security breach in 
the next 12 months?

In the context of your ‘incident 
response framework’ what percentage 
of advanced threats are you able to 

automate containment?


